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CWU golfers shoot for nationals
By MATT MASSEY
StaffWrtter

After closing out the 1986
spring season of regular
tournaments, the Central golf
team is looking toward new
horizons. Or at least as far away
as Alabama. Montgomery.
Alabama. that is.
Temporarily. though, the
Wildcat golfers will -have to set
their sights on Selah. For the
squad to make the trip to
nationals in Montgomery. they
need a top team showing at the
NAIA District 1 Tournament in
Selah at the Yakima Elks Golf
and Country Club next Monday
and Tuesday. The top individual
score also goes to the national
tourney. June 3-6.
The 'Cats haven't captured top
team honors in tournament
action this spring. In essence. the
'Cats are playing the most
important and trying 54 holes of
the season for the district crown.
The season will be just 46 days
old to date. when the district
competition begins. For golf that
is not long tc polish one's game.
This one tournament would then
make the entire season.
The six-team District 1 field

will endure 36 holes of golf at the best that the trip to nationals is was senior Robi Raab at 156,
Elks on Monday. with starting likely. Although CWU has not with a pair of 7 8' s. Senior Kelly
times beginning at 7 a.m. beaten Western this year, th~y DeShaw was next with 159
Tuesday. As the field begins to have come within a shot at the (80-79). Rounding out the CWU
split. the golfers will play the final UPS Invite and five at 'Portland , five was Scot Thede 160 (81-78).
Stewart Karstens 162 (79-83) . .and deciding 18 holes on the Elks State.
layout. this time starting a 8 a.m.
''We have the ability to and Tom Mueller 171 (85-86).
The seven teams vying for the compete with those guys Those five are the district
District crown and national berth (Western).'' said Crimp. "We representatives.
WWU's Al Patterson was
are defending champion Western must not think about what they
Washington, Pacific Lutheran. - are doing, but go out and play the medalist with a 147 (71-76) total.
Whitman. Simon Fraser. Puget golf course. instead. It would be a
CWU scoring averages for
Sound, Gonzaga and Central great time to beat Western.'' regular season tournaments
Washington.
Western has won four of the last (Rounds-Strokes-Avg.): Robi
Western is favored to repeat. as six district titles, including a Raab (senior. Yakima-East
four top players _are back from large 41-shot margin of victory Valley) 13-1007-77 .5, Stewart
Karstens (sophomore, Yakimalast year's wJ.nning squad. Also in last year.
Thursday and Friday the West Valley and Columbia Basin
strong contention for the top slot
would be the--'Cats and Simon Wildcat linksters ventured north CC) 13-1029-79.2, Scot Thede
Fraser. Individually, Whitman's to the wet Western Washington Uunior, Yakima-Eisenhower and
Doug Federspiel, who played at Invitational in Bellingham and Clark CC) 13-1029-79.2, Kelly
CWU one year and went to Selah played two tough courses. The DeShaw (senior, Ellensburg)
High. would be a top contender. Wildcat top four counting scores 11-79.8, Tom Mueller (freshman,
Federspiel played at the Elks finished in third place with a Ellensburg) 13· 1053-81.0. Kurt
36-hole, two-day total of 637. Grindeland (freshman. Longviewwhen in high school.
As a team, CWU has only been Western compiled a 616 total, Mark Morris)7-580-82.9, Will
to nationals once, in 1982, in the while Simon Fraser carded 634 Thompson (sophomore, Kent32 years that the school has had strokes. Six teams were Kentwood) 5-414-82.8, Matt
Massey ijunior. Maple Valleygolf. Ironically, it was a favored competing.
The tournament was played at Tahoma) 3-255-85.0, Joe Guinn
Western squad that the 'Cats
knocked off. Wstern has five Bellingham Country Club (Par ijunior, Granger) 3-259-86.3, Joe
(freshman,
consecutive tourney wins coming 71) the first day and at rain- Brandvold
soaked Sudden Valley Golf and Snohomish) 2-171-85.5, and
into district competition.
First-year coach Frank Crimp Country Club (Par 72). Low Doug Keith (senior, Ellensburg)
feels if his contingent plays its 36~hole score for the CWU squad 1-84-84.4.
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EDITORIAi,.. AND OPINION

Evaluations worthwhile if used ·
By JOHN MERRILL
Sports Editor

It' was announced recently that teacher evaluation results
will be available to Central students beginning in the fall
through the VAX computer system.
This service ts designed to help students choose the professors
or classes that best suit their tastes, as rated by fellow students. _
But will this worthwhile service be used to its advantage?
After all, don't most students choose their classes by subject ·
first~ time of day second, and teacher last? At regtsteration time,
we sign up for courses we need to graduate, at times thatfit our
schedules, with the names of professors simply added details.
That may be changing. Students are growing tired of sitting
through classes they signed up for by word of mo_uth, only to
find out they weren't all they were cracked up to be. They want
. to know what they're, getting into beforehand a.n_d, U?ith the
.availab~ltty of teacher evaluations, they will.
Dr. Claire Lillard, economics professor whose department

was the first at Central to make faculty evalutions public, told
The Observer: .. We believe that more information is always
·better than less. We would rather have students see the results
of evaluations than evaluat~ their instructors by the 'word of
mouth' system.''
Senior Larry Brosman, who helpedgetfaculty evaluations off
the ground last spring, .agrees. "Gossip is one source," he says,
''but it isn't very tested or necessarily trustworthy.''
So now students will have more concrete information on
which to base class choices. But will fr be used? And if it is used,
will it really be beneficial?
As Devil's advocate, one could.suggest that too many students
will want to take classes with tl:te highly-rated professors and,
rather than take the course with a professor of lesser ranking,
hold out or, worse, not take a valuable subject at all.
Realistically, though, . the availability of teacher evallia.tions
should be a plus for .the Central student who wcints the·. most
from his education. Whether tfl;e service will · be · taken
advantage of or not remains to be seen.
·

Central Question .
Do you plan on usirlg the teacher evaluations?:
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"The bad part ts all the money
and time and effort it would take, l
would probably use tt but l think I
would rely more on what my
friends said."

"Yes, I'd use it. l think it's
important for the students to
express their ltkes and dislikes
about certain profs. "

"I would use it. l think it's a good
thing to do because then you know
if the profs are a waste of time."

Donna Finley, senior

u

· 'I would think that it would help
the students a lot. I would probably
use it. It depends on how easy it ts
to use."

Anne.Kerrigan, sophomore

David Olive, sophomore

Carolyn Pearson, senior

Security system won't solve all the problems
To the editor:
Afte~ reading ~he front page
article by Lionel G. Campos iQ the
.May 1 issue of The Observer, I
was insulted·. First of all, I will not
argue tha~ sh~plifting .could . not
and does not occur at the .
University Store, but I w:ant .to
know. why univers~ty officials are
putting the blame only on the
students and guests of CWU who
patronize the .store. The article
.stated that security is "lax," and

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official student
newspaper of Central Washington
University, is a laboratory newspaper in
conjunction with the CWU Department of
Communications. All unsigned editorials
are the views of the majority of The
Observer editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Friday the week prior to publication date.
Deliver letters to: Editor, The Observer,
CWU. Ellensburg. WA 98926.
Letters should be double-spaced,
typewritten and limited to two pages in
length. We reserve the right to edit them
for brevity.

that maybe some of the losses
stem from a deficiency of this
sort. It was only in 1982 that
Central's previous newspaper,
the Campus Crier, reported an
extensive audit of the· uniyersity
and revealed that a: ·,'former University Store manager was·
implicated in the embezzlement
of $6, 780. 7 4 in store funds."
My second concern is the
reported $75,000 that is "lost to
shoplifters.'' according to
Editor
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Striking back isn't our only self-defense
To the editor:
There appears · to be some
· · ~i~gree.ment t~ an article I wrote
two weeks ago concerning the
Libyan bombing. It .seems Mr.
Paul Alexander feels I am a bit too
passive and that proposing peace
would only. endanger those who
. want to live in peace. Oh, how'my
heart · bleeds ·~.. In sympathy for
those · who advocate .. counterterrorism'; .as . a means tc;> solve
our nation's foreign policy woes.
How could I have been so blind to
have thought peace. coul~ do
anything but cause more
problems. Mr. Alexander, you
certainly convinced me! I am now
quite ce~ain you bring new
meaning
to
the
word
"ignor~ce."

;How as~riine to propose. striking
back a$ our only means of selfdefense. You . obviously have no
idea what we are dealing with
over in . the Middle East. If you

had done your homework, you suggest that these people are
. would have understood that we . savages who brutishly · an~
are dealing with fanatics indiscriminately kill people for
·. religious fanatics - who are power and future domination.
convince<! Allah will grant . ~he form.e r may .be true, however
solitude to those who blQw . the power and domination theory.
themselves up in.trucks! Cle~ly. seems a bit ludicrous. What
your. understanding of these. power are you talking about? Did
i~ues · Is infantile at best. We the Rome and Vienna terrorists .
~annot h.o pe to even begin to stop . want to ultima~ely topple the
terr.orism by resorting to Italian
and
Austrian
."counter-terrorism." My God, governments under the guise of
that is exactly what they want us future domination? Come on,
. to do be~use it gives them wake up! The whole issue is.
.. incentive to go after more U.S. Palestine and until we deal with
intei:ests. Mr. Alexander, perhaps ._ tl~at time bomb (and the worst is
you can shed some light on why yet to come) the U.S. will never
. there have been . so many come to grips with terrorism or
bombings and killings since the .ever come to understand the
. U.S. raid.
Middle East.
In general, those who suggest
Finally, Mr. Al~xander. if you
. that retaliation and revenge .are w~t to speak from a position of
our only . means of self-defense streng_th,. I \VOUld strongly
usually belong to that emotional suggest you give peace advocacy
lot who have not an inkling of the . a second chance. For it is written
true .facts. Mr. Ale~der. you that those who follow the path of

peace inevitably work from . a
position of strength. Perhaps if
you .were more · familiar . with
Mahatma . Ghandi . or . Martin·
Luther King·Jr. or even refreshed·
your ·knowledge of the Bible
(Christ was a man of peace and
never advocated .. an ey~ for an
eye'~). you wouI.d come to
understand that power lies with
those who strive .for peace - not
vengeance.
Anyone can shoot.·a gun, fly a
plane or push the button. but it
takes a special individual to stand
·in the wake of tyranny and
advocate peaceful means to solve
our problems. Those who are
strong and determined work for .
peace and obtain it. Those who
are · weak and feeble go on the
"tiger hunt" and get nothing.
History speaks for itself, Mr.
Alexander, . history speaks for
itself - yeah.
Bruce S. Carbary

Libyan air raid was appropriate response
To the editor:
Recently the United States
exercised its right to self defense.
In so doing. it demonstrated a
significant amount of resolve and
courage. The world has tak:en
note that the United States will
not tolerate inhuman acts of
terrorism. Although there was
the ex·pe~ted clamor of
complaints (some out of fear and
some out ·of support for the
terrorists), immediately following
the U.S. action against Libya,
there is one thing clear. The
world knows it will happen again.
if the terrorists continue their
unnacceptable behavior.
The. result of our tough stance

is that there is a renewed . r~spect
for this nation· s foreign policy.
This is something that hasn't
existed in more recent past
administrations. I am well aware
that there are countries in this
world that do not love our
country but I don't believe.it can
·be said that they have no respect
for us.
~ike it or not we are the most
powerful nation on this planet
and we stand for a high quality of
human rights and dignity. We
thus have a big responsibility to
the rest of. the world. We cannot
become comfortable in a neutral
or isolationist environment ..
without giving the rest of the

world the impression we are terrorism is to fight it and if this
somehow impotent and fearful to means military action then so be
act against the small or big bully it. We surely won't win by
(as the case may be) on the block. · turning our backs on it. I 's ay
As the leader of the free world three cheers to President Reagan.
other western expect us to take for having the courage to act
action first and they will when necessary.
generally fall into line behind us.
Sincerely,
They may complain for a while
Mile·s T. Darlington
but they will come around.
We must hit the terrorists hard,
wherever they would dare to
establish their base of operations.
This includes Syria, Iran, and
Nicaragua (the latest to be added
to the list of countries involved in
Khadafy-styfe sponsorship of
terrorist activities). Our only
To the editor:
·chance to win this war against
The stage is set. It's 7:30 a.m.
as our . hero puts on his justpressed uniform, greases his hair
back, and straps on his radio. He
·saunters to the door and picks up
his most deadly weapon, a ticket
book. Who is this man. this writer
or wrongs. this knight in
- polyester armor? Why your
favorite person and mine,
Central's own meter maid, Clyde ·
Cushman.
As you can tell, my love for this
man is zero. Of all the nit-picking
policies this school has, issuing
p~rking tickets is top on the list.
Granted, we can't have people
parking in handicapped zones or
faculty ~pots, and they should be
penalized for doing so, but for
parking in the Anderson lot? I
don't think so. Why are And~rson
· residents so special? They are the
same distance from all the other
parking places as are Barto and
Moore. Every morning at 8 I
watch cars being ticketed for
parking in Anderson's parking
lot. Most of the cars, by the way.
have CWU parking permits
hanging from their rear-view
mirrors. These parking permits
we pay so dearly for should allow

Clyde Cushman
shoul.d get axed

JUST ON£·.

MOiE,MD!

Please see Parking page 9
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PCBs present in campu$ lights
By MICK. E. SHULTZ
.News Editor

On April 10, CWU Business
"PCBs tend to become concentrated in highe~
Manager F. W. Allison issued a
forms of living organisms.''
. memo warning faculty and staff
of a "tar-like substance" which
· - Clint Duncan
leaked from a flourescent -light
tube in Black Hali.··
----------------------------The memo said the substance
According to CWU Chemistry secretary first attempted to clean
came from the ballast inside the Professor Clint Duncan, PCBs are up the leak, and later a crew from
tube. What it did not say is that it a persistent material that "don't the physical plant. wearing ,
contained
PCBs
(Poly- break down easily." D~ncan said protective clothing. removed the ·
Chlorinated-Biphenols), a highly PCBs
'•tend to become contaminated items. A desk. a
toxic material.
concentrated in higher forms of typewriter, and some carpet were ·
Allison said the reason the living organisms,'· and if contaminated said Allison.
memo didn't specifically mention ingested, "they're more sol~ble
Allison said about. half of the
PCBs was because he "didn't in us than they are in water." He flourescent lights on campus are
want to be a real alarmist'' and he said they're not easily eliminated . 'of the old variety which contain
PCBs, "about one-half to three
wanted to "keep the memo low by the body.
According to Allison, · a ounces, depending on the
key."

fixture." He said the old tubes are
being replaced as they burn out,
and the new ones don't contain
PCBs.
The memo, which Allison said
was a precautionary measure,
warns, ''Should a ·b urning smell
or a problem with the lights occur
in your work area, tum off the
lights, leave the room and call the
physical plant."
The memo also said if any of
the ·s ubstance gets on your skin of
clothes, '"wash your skin ·
immediately and change clothes.
Place the clothing in a plastic bag
and give it to the o~cupational
safety officer." _The occupational
safety officer··s office is on the first
floor of Bouillon Hall. ·

Controversial WashPIRG coming to CWU?
By ELLEN A. HIATT
Staff Writer

"I think we should have a good r~l~ionship with

WashPIRG, Washington Public
them and share resources, ·but I don't think they
Interest Research _Group, is
should be collecting students money."
making moves again to establish
a chapter on Central's campus.
- Jean.ine Godfrey
ASCWU Board of Directors
President Mark Johnson said he
campuses is similar to negative check-off box can be
has spoken with its executive
Washington Student Lobby's misleading.
director, Gerald Pollet, about the
Johnson said he is aware of the
funding structure at Central- it
possibility of coming to Central
controversy
surrounding
uses a check-off box on
by next Fall Quarter ·'at the
registration forms. However, WashPIRG and that he is hesitant
earliest.''
while
WashPIRG collects with what is about the organization
,
WashPIRG is a consumer
known as a negative check-off "trying to keep an open mind"
interest lobbying group that does
box. Essentially, this means the about it.
not deal specifically with student
To establish itself at Central,
organization collects a specifieq
interests. It is based on three
fee unless the box is checked. WashP I RG must first get
other Washington campuses: The
approval from a majority -of
Some say this can be deceiving.
Evergreen State College, the
Matt Love, a Central student Central students. Johnson said
University of Washington, and · behind the p~sh for W ashPIRG, he did not k now if th is included
Western Washington University.
says it is not necessary for students at extension centers. It
WashPIRG has not been
WashPIRG to collect with a must also be approved by the
welcomed with open arms on all
Board of Trustees in order to use
negative check-off box.
campuses, howeve r. Some
President Garr ity said he the registration system to collect
charges against it say the
definitely opposes that form of fees.
organization is using students'
Love said a petition drive
collection.
money to lobby for issues that
''The university has no should be done next Fall Quarter.
aren't in their interests, and the
"The big issue is whether or not
business--for anybody's cause-way it collects its money is
the
Associated Students will give
using the authority of the
wrong . . ·
university to potentially mislead t h em support," said Johnson. "If
Its. funding structure on other
people,'' said Garrity. He said the I hear there is enough student
interest and I agree, then I will
back it.
;1\ qu estion that enters my m ind
is h ow many check-off.boxes will
there be on the registration
form."
Central Washington Student
Lobby President and ASCWU
Director at Large to Facilities
Planning, Jeanine Godfrey,
expressed concern that the
university administration would
force
a
choice between
WashPIRG and WSL.
Garrity said he is not familiar
enough with WashPIRG to pass
)udgement on whether or not it
belongs on campus. "I don't want
to express opposition, but I don't.
know that I want to express

strong support, either," said
Garrity.
He said his only concern is tt:iat
if i.t uses the university
apparatus,
_n amely
the
registration process, to ·c:;.ollect its
funds. then it would have to be an
organization of legitimate
interest to students.
Some say WashPIRG and WSL
would compete with each other
for funds and support.
"I think we should have a good
relationship with them and share
resources. but I don't think they
should be collecting students'
money.'' said Godfrey.
She also said that legislators
"like to see a united front" and
having.both WSL an d Wash PIRG
lobby out of the university with
different objectives may only
confuse them.
She said a WashPIRG chapter
at Central may only make things
more difficult for WSL. "It might
snag things up."
Love disagreed that WSL and
WashPIRG would necessarily be
at odds with each other. He said
WashPIRG has a broad scope of
i nterest and wo uldn ' t b e
competing with WSL. He also
said it wouldn't jeopardize WSL
interests with the legislature.
"It might help because it shows
tha t students are really doing
something," said Love.
WashPIRG
deals
with
environmental issues, like
Hanford, the clean-up of Puget
Sound, and other consumer
interest issues. Love said it is
.broad in its scope. It has made at
least one other. unsuccessful
attempt to establish itself at
Central.
Johnson said the WSL state
board will be meeting May 30
through June 1 and a WashPIRG
representative will attend.
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Pavilion gets $2.6 million in expansion funds
·
By LIONEL G_. CAMPOS
Staff Writer
Aft~r 12 years of requests, th~
state legislat'ure has allocated
funds for the expansion of
· · · Nicholson Pavilion.
The
.University will receive $2.6
million for the project.
Dr. John Gregor. chatrman of
the P .E. Departm.ent. said the
addition to the pavillion will be
located on the West side of the
gym. He said the new facility will
house areas designated for
faculty offices, classrooms, · and

Plans for the second phase include the expansion ·of the field house to twice its present size.
laboratories.
Barring any major problems,
Gregor said construction should
start in January of 1987, With the·
facility being operational
sometime in the Fall of '87.
Gregor said the need for a
larger pavilion has existed for
several years. He said the

pavilion. in its present state, was
built to accomodate 3,000
enrolled students. Plans are being
made to extend the building to
accomodate the current student
population of 6,000.
To reach this goal, the
legislature is going to have to
allocate more money to the

university. In this second phase,
facilities oriented toward student
activities will be developed.
Plans for the second phase
include the expansion of the field
house to twice its present _size. A
new 25 meter swimming pool.
with a separate diving pool, and a ·
small wading/therapy pool for the
disabled will also be built. The
current pool area will be
converted into a dance studio,
with separate locker facilities for
the dancers. New handball and
racquetball courts will also be
built.
Gregor says there is a definite
need for the new, expanded
facilities. He said Central is
basically a non-commuter school,
where students center their
activities around the gym. He
also suggested the overcrowded
conditions during
intramural
sports may be lessened by the
expansion.

Dallas
Police Department
NOW HIRING
Starting Salary
$22,872.00 TO $24,072.00
Requirements: Minimum age 21;
height and weight in proportion; vision
no worse than 20/100 and correctable
to 20/20; education 45 semester
college hours with a "C" average.

Recruiters will Interview applicants

By

phone~

TOLL-FREE

1-800-527-2948
8:15a.m.-5:15p.mr

ALL MAJORS ACCEPTED
Dallas Pollce
The Challenge Lasts a Lifetime
Equal Opportunity Employer

2014 Main St. #201
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 670-4407
1-800-527-2948

f>es1f{n Pd fapPciall-:600 NORTH MAIN
ELLENSBURG

Fdr }0 11
. 962 · 5303

WASHINGTON 98926

Gifts, plants,
fresh & silk flowers,
corsages, ceramics.

START PACKING
COMING JULY -1 TH
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

---------------~--------A.G., 301 W.COLLEGE AVE., TALLAHASSEE,FL · .3 2301

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA~ and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINM Ei'TfEMERG ENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS-AND TO BUIW YOUR CREDIT RATING!

This Is the credit card Information kit students
have been reading about In publlcatlons from
coast to coast and Includes SPECIAL
SWDENT APPLICATIONS for MasterCard® and
Visa® as well as other national charge cards.
Approval absolutely guaranteed so
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

YES!

IwantVISA®/MASfERCARD®Credlt
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable If not
approved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CrIY

STATE-ZIP _ __

PHONE - - - - - S . S . # - - - - - - SIGNA11JRE - - - - - - - - - - - NOTE: MaslcrCaro Is a registered trademark of Ma;ll."ICard lntcmallonal. Inc.
Vis.a Is a "'~lslcrm tradf'rmrk of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA lntrrnaUonal
Scn1t."CS Association. The abo~ "'ferral ~mt Is not affiliated ~1th
Ma..c;tMCard International. Inc. or VISA USA. Inc.

---- -- ---- -- -- ---- -- -- --
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·. Spo.ns.or~d . by . ybu·r AS~~

·washPIRG--
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·WOrking for you.

nation's nuclear ·wastes is an immediate a~d pressing pro~le~ .
that our nation faces, but W ashingtOn -State sho~d not be .
sacrificed in Pie· nam~ of ·polhic~l pressure. ·. U .t he .Hardord
nuclear.facility was proven to' be geologically sound, then yes it
should be considered for ili,e natiOh' nuclear·· waste repository.
But as long as there is a clear. and present danger ·to the
. residents and environment of Washington, then no, Hanford
should not be considered to become the nation's new waste
repository.
If you are interested in finding out more about Hanford and
the nudear waste repository, you can write to the WashPIRG
State Office at 5628 University Way, NE, Seattle, Wash.
98105 or call (206) 526-8843 .

s

The recent nuclear disaster that the U.S.S~R
has
experienced has caused the United States to reevaluate its own
nuclear facilities, and to question whether our facilities could
experience tl~e same disaster as the Chernenko nuclear plant.
We, as residents of Washington, are being forced to look at .
:our own nuclear situation--namely Hanford.
·.
. The Department of Energy (DOE) has developed a plan-known as the "Mission Plan"-- to locate and develop a suitable
site to store high-level nuclear waste material. Of the three
, final sites chosen as the prospective waste dump, Hanford is
one. Hanford is a chosen site in spite of the brittle and faulty
basalt material that would be used to store the nuclear waste
in. Hanford is a chosen site in spite of the huge aquifers that lie
below the waste dump site--and in spite of the risk of future
contamination of these aquifers. Hanford is a chosen site in
spite of its close proximity to the Columbia River which is only
six miles away from the Hanford nuclear site.
Should Hanford be chosen as "the dumpsite" for the nations
nuclear waste, we, as citizens of W asbington State can expect
to see 77,000 tons of high-level nuclear wastes brought into our
state. This means that, on the average, 17 truckloads of waste

•

LOGO Contest!
The newly formed CLUB SENATE is looking for a logo to
give the Senate its own distinct identity. To find a logo, the
Senate is sponsoring a contest.
There is no entry fee. The Club Senate will award $25.00 for
the prize winning entry. Entries will he accepted from now_
until May 12th. The winner will be chosen May 13th at the
Club Senate meeting.
To enter the contest, submit your logo on a 8~xll sheet of
paper. Be sure to include your name and phone number.

per day will ~nter into the ·state of Washington.
One might say that the nuclear site at Hanford is safe in that .
nuclear waste is already being stored at Hanford. In a report -•
released by the Washington Public Interest Research Group

Place your entry in the contest box located'· in the SUB
Activities Office, SUB 102.
If you have any questions, please contact Karen Henninger
in the BOD Office (SUB 214) or phone her at 963-1693 or
962-1711.

(WashPIRG), it is stated that Hanford has been storing
nuclear waste for over 40 years. In those 40 years, however,
over 'fotir hundred thousand ga~lons of radioactive wastes have

Congratulations

leaked ftom mnitary .t anks, and already the Columbia 1'iver is
showing traces of contamination.
·
The W ashPIRG reports further explain~ that although
Hanford may be ·a good and logical choice politically, it is not a
.sound choice geologically. The geological survey conducted by
the WashPIRG organization reveals that "the ·type of rock at
.: Ha~ord is not geologically suited to storing radioactive w~stes.
The basalt is brittle •.full of cracks and fissures, and permeable
to water. There would be immense difficulties in mining a site,
a~d the threat of earthquakes and faulting increases problems.
in predicting groundwater movement. The report further
states th~t ~uge aquifers in the region could be contaminated,
and that, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
radiation could leak into the Columbia River in as soon as
· twenty years."
The need to find an adequate and safe storage facility for the

Duane
LaRue

Monday

Tuesday WedneStlay Thursday Friday

11-12·

11-12
2:30-4

10-12
2:30-4

11-12
2:30-4

11-12
2:30-4

10-11
1-2

12-2

10-11
1-2

12-2

12-2
•

Mike
Ferguson

8-10

8-10

8-10

1-3

8-10

Scott
Lemert

1-2

1-2

11-12

1-2

1-2

John
Bash

SUB Facilities Planning.Council

Jennie Lyon

Teachei:s Education Council ·

Paul Brashear .

U ndergradu•te Council .

Carolyn Carver

General Education Coilncil ·

Carolyn Carver

Affkmaiive Actjon Committee ·

Mark Nipper

Board of Academic Appeals

· Congratulations on your new appointments, and best wishes for a
successful term in your respective CQmmittees.

Additional professors participating in the Pie-A-Prof fund
raiser are as follows:
Wednesday
10:50
11:30
12:30
1:00
2:20

Cathy Bertelson (Bus Ed)
Warren Street (Psych)
Richard Leinaweaver (Drama)
Captain Boynton (AF ROTC)
Stamford Smith (Biology)

Thursday

2-3

Karen
Henninger 1-2
Jeanine
Godfrey

Jennie Lyon

·Pie-A·- Prof AdditiOns

Office Hours
Mark ·
Johnson

The ASCWU Board of Directors would like to recognize and welcome the
following students to their newly appointed positions:
·
·

2-3

. 9-10

2-3

9-10

2-3

1-3

1-2

1-2

1-2

3-4

2-3

(This is a paid advertisement.)

2-3

2-3

10:50
11:10
11:20
11:50
12:40
1:20

Gary Heesacker (Accounting)
Les Mueller (Bus Admin)
Roger Fouts (Psych)
Colonel Thompson (AF ROTC)
Jane Wright (P.E.)
Frank Sessions( Soc)

The Pie-A Prof fund raiser is scheduled to occur in the SUB
Courtyard May 14 and 15 from 10 am to 1:30 pm.
For more information regarding the Pie-A-Prof event~ call
Marliza Melzer at 962-1552.

. Thursda~:
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By MARK· MCLEAN
Staff Writer

th.ts

Finding ~n apartmen~ has -t .. Bash ' said .-he hope.s·· to initiate service later:
been easy, but ·ASCWU .. . ,... ; .·. -. . ...·. . . ·'
.,
Dir~ctor · at L.a rge'. to .· Student . ,, . spring so people can S!?t up living arrangements
Liv.m g .Johri. Bash., plan~.:· to _ai.d
b~fo·re · leaving ... , ' "
··
.
~partment seekers by providing a
·
. hotline
t,-iey can
information
on call to receive _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._:_-___________________ ,
1

nev~r

apa~tments

throughout the community~
The idea is to provide a central · · The 'p ackage will list eleven
desk at the BOD office, upstairs in contact point for students.to find local complexes 'and include
the SUB. People looking for
out what is available to suit their information on University
apartments can call 963-1693.
individual needs. Bash 'plans to Housing. After determining
The service will resume one week
keep abreast of vacancies in the which apartme~ts are suitable for
before the beginning of Fall
apartment complexes around the the individual's needs, they may
quarter.
community and advise students either contact Bash for further
· There is a possibility that a
on how quickly the openings are · information or go directly to the
roon;imate matching service may
filling up.
complex manager. ·_
.,
be provided at a later date. Bash
In addition, he plans to
Bash said he hopes to inititate
plans to survey students to find
distribute information sheets at service later th.is spring so people
out if the service is needed. If the
key points around campus which can set up living arrangements .
results indicate a demand, he
apartment hunters may pick up before leaving, rather than taking
hopes to acquire a microand use as a guide to finding the time off from work during the
computer to help match up
right complex. This will assist the Summer to come to Ellensburg
potential roommates.
student in finding the right and look for apartments.
Bash plans to ask many of the
apartment to suit his or her
When he starts the service, he
same
· questions CWU Housing
needs.
wi!~ ru~ ~he operation from his
asks, such as whether the person
10th & Alder smokes, stays up late, parties a
West Interchange

John Bash
Director

at Large to Student
Living

lot, etc. He
produce
roommate
"It's like a

hopes this service will
good results for
seekers, and jokes, ·
dating service." .

A great deal of research has
been done by Rae Ann Foster,
ASCWU researcher, and it could
save students a lot of time and
headaches in searching for
apartment~.

925:.5442

925-5542

·"

~-------------------------------------

Raket's

Breakfas~

& Lunch Shop

*FREE Large Soft Drink*
with Ptirchase of any whole Deli Sandwich
-includes Potato:Chips I Potato .s alad a{.d Kos~er

DnJ.;

Coupon ~ires May 15~ 1986
L962-~009

·
7 a.m. ·- 3:30p.m. ..
408 N. Main
- ,------------------------------------...!

Horse-drawn Transportation For All Occasions

Picnics, Hay Rides, Charters
P.O. Box 643 Ellensburg 962-1889

au

"DQ"

HASTHDE EVEl·IEEN A TREAT THIS THICK?
Introducing the BLIZZARD from DAIRY QUEEN~, the
most scrumptious treat ever! Try a BLIZZARD 1n our
new flavors: get a BLIZZARD made with a candy
bar, cookies, fruit-the choice is yours.
Get carried away by a BLIZZARD
soon, at a participating
DAIRY QUEEN® store near you.

©AM D.Q. Corp./1986

WE TRIATYOU RIGHT®

I

Ward; do you think the HOBO CRUISE
will be too hard on the Beaver?
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SCENE

Cowpi.es, hamburgers and softball
By CHRISTINE S. TYRRELL
· Scene Editor

Last Saturday. for the second
consecutive year, 200 Central
students stampeded Stuart
Anderson's Black Angus Ranch
in Thorp for a recreational day
complete with hayrides, a
barbeque and a good ol'
fashioned barn dance.
"The people really enjoyed just
getting off campus and going out
and having a fun time,'' said
Dean Otey, Residence Hall
Council (RHC) treasurer.
·
Renting four Ellensburg School
District buses, the students
arrived at the ranch at 11 :30 a.m.
and returned to their dorms at
12:30 a.m. ·on Sunday. "At least
one person · from every hall
A DAY AT THE RANCH - Several Central
Black . Angus Ranch by participcµing in
went," said Otey. R~sidence hall
students took the opportunity to get an
tractor-driven hayrides offered last
dwellers paid $5 if they had paid
overa~l perspective .of Stuart Anderson's
Saturday.
their hall dues and $8 without.
t~e take-out. which I thought was.
Off-campus students who
horseshoes and even .a tennis filling the air.
,
- Playing softball in one of an excellent turnout ·considering .
· attended felt a stiffer jolt to their. court provided recre·a uonal
entertainment until Stuart Anderson's pastures proved to be it was Apple Blossom :weekenc;t. · · ·
pocketbooks. payi~g $12. 50
··
Anderson arrived at 4 p.m.. to· · · a· genuine chal~enge as a softball said Otey.
each.
field' questions from the Central . player was heard to have
Senior
Mike ·Le·idecker
Later in the even~ng. at 7 :3~.
crowd.
He . spoke
for humorously advised his fellow OteY: and· PauL Schpfi.eld,
originated the idea last year and
repeated .his organizational skills · approximately a half' hour and t.eamm~tes to. "watch .out for the otherwise · known '- as "Sound ·
then mingled with the ·students ·· cowpies on ·third base." ·
Unlimited.'' begari playing tapes -.
this spring in planning the ·trip.
until 5 p.m.
At 5 p.m .• Black Angus C~efs
However, Leidecker had to forfeit
for the barn dance.
The recreation , fa~ilities served dinner. - featuring
his responsibilities to Ot!!Y and
included a huge barn which also barbequed hamburgers.-Later, at
··1 thought the dance went real
Barto Living Guidance Advisor
{LGA) Lance Norris because- he . doubled as a dining . room. 8 p.m .. .students enjoyed ·a ~e -. ,,.v~ll. •• said Otey. ..People were
dancing alr.nost the -. whole. night
had to attend a conference in New . featuring hay bales.for chairs, red out . meal of fried ch-icken
and white checked tablecloths provided by Central ·s dining
Orleans. ·
until about 10:30 and then 'they
and country music. appropriately halls. ..We had 221 sign up for
were ~eally starting to get tired ...
Volleyball, softball · croquet.

·, Student club hopeS:torattl·e handmade c·10Ck
By MAGGIE MURPHY
· Staff Writer ·

A $1 raffle stub may be ·the
ticket to owning a grandfather
clock built by Central's Society of
Manufacturing Engineers (SME).
The clock will be on display
·during the Ware Fair in the ~UB
. "May· 8-10 and tickets can be
Pll!Cqased at the SME booth. The
raffie
be June 2. Until then.
tickets are available in the Hogue
Technology Building.
.
. According, .to ~lub president
John ·j udge, the goal of SME is to
· continue technical education
with. the collaboration of all
technology majors.
The grandfather clock raffle is
this year's fundraiser for SME.
Plans have already been made for
any money made on the venture.
"We are going to start · a
scholarship fund for the.
technology students,'' said
Judge.
_Judge and first vice-chairman,
Craig
Hammond,
both
manufacturing engineering
technology majors, figured a cost
of $400 to build the clock. "The
club had $80 in its fund so we
had to go out and get donations,"
Judge said. The deficit was eased
by contributions from local

will

busine~ses. According to Judge,
the materials were provided by
Tum-A-Lum Lumber, Knµdson
Lumber and Jim's Olass. .
-Hammond estimated .that the
.- retail value of a grandfather clock
sold in Seattle would be $1,500.
The project w~ich bega~ early
winter quarter has presented
some challenges for the club. The
clock's ·blueprints. which were
ordered from a · catalog. gave
sketchy information.
"Craig (Hammo~d) and I spent .
three hours just evaluating and
interpreting the plans... Judge
said. Hammond added that the
prints were sectional views of the
clock and "didn•t show us what it
would look like. I think if
somebody didn't know anything
about woodworking, they
wouldn·t be able to do it."
Although many students
helped in building the doc~. two
winter quarter graduates were
exceptional in their efforts. "Ken
Smith and John Dean were
instrumental in molding the top
assembly of the clock," said
Judge.
Today begins two days of
departmental tours in the Hogue
Technology Building.

K~EPING

TIME - Todd Blackaby completes some fine
tuning adjustments to the inner mechanisms of the
grandfather clock built ~Y Central 's Society of
Manufacturing Engineers.
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Ware Fair extended to four days
ByJUNE _MAW
Staff Writer

''I'd like to believe the

It's a year of firsts for the 10th
annual spring Ware Fair. Not
only will it be in conjunction with
Parents' Weekend, but the days
have been extended from three to
four, including Saturday.
The Ware Fair opened today at
10 a.m. and goes until 5 p.m.
today and Saturday. It will stay
open until 8 p.m. tomorrow.
This year the Ware Fair is
featuring· 65 vendors, more than
last year's number.
''I'd like to believe the increase·
is due to Parents' Weekend," said
Karen Moawad, director of SUB
Operations. "We've really
publicized it to the vendors,
emphasizing how many people
will be here."
Scheduling Ware Fair to
coincide with Parents' Weekend
was Moawad' s idea.
''It seems to have. encouraged

increase is due to Parents
Weekend.'·'
- Karen Moawad
more vendors to come,·· she said.
Tracey Good, second-time
student coordinator, said the
parents should benefit from the
added day.
''We really hope to give off a
good impression to the parents,"
she said. "We have booths that
are selling jewelry, crafts and
there will also be the usual food
booths. The Ware Fair should
add a lot to the activities planned ·
for the weekend. If it rains.
everyone can come inside."
Moawad said Ware Fair is
annually the SUB's main source
of income.

Dr. Don A. Childress
Chiropractor

"We really depend on it. It
brings in about $4,500 each year
which ·helps to supplement the
portion of the S&A fee the SUB
receives," she said, adding that
the event hasn't always been a

.~

.. ' .

money-maker.
·'In the beginning it lost money,
especially in the spring because
people didn't have a lot of gifts to
buy. Luckily, it's grown since
then," Moawad said.

Parking
Continued from page 3
us to park in any lot on campus,
period! ·
How can the school justify
paying Terry Scott's salary? Does
the revenue in parking fines
equal what they pay him? How
about the cost of printing tickets
and the forms they send when
you don't pay? Does ticket
revenue cover that? Even if ticket
revenue can pay his salary,
couldn't the job be done by
legitimate campus police? Get rid
of the man!
The plan is simple. Fire our
champion of the parking lot, sell
the Cushman cart, abolish the
special lot for Anderson
residents, and have regular
c~pus police ticket those cars
that are really inconvenienceing

people. Stop trying to squeeze
money out of students who can
barely afford to go here as it is.
Don't we pay enough already?
All I see is students paying
more and more, and receiving
less and less.
·
Sincerely,
Kurt R. Selbert

Store
Continued from page 2
shop at the store? Will the
detector catch every pen. shirt,
glass and textbook that is stolen?
Are the students paying for the
new system? Finally, what is
going to happen to customer
relations?
Sincerely
Steve Williams

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

962-9796
1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK!

CIJ

THE NATIONALLY ACClAIMED HIT MUSICAL SHOW!

*

*

*

*

"Hanford Information Days"
Thursday , May 15 Noon SUB Pit·Commercial Wastebasket Repository
Friday, May .16
Noon <.: SUB Pit
Defense Waste Management at Hanford
ASCWU Programming Agency

Mother's Day Special

Perms
ENJOY OLD FAVORITES:
"NIGHT AND DAY", "I GET A KICK OUT OF YOU"
"INYTHIN& &OES", "YOU'RE THE TOP", "BEGIN THE BE&UINE"
DISCOVER NEW SHOWSTOPPERS:

lO% ·Off

Comic &ems from Porter's Personal Collection

at

DAIR l'ORUll
407 E. 3rd 925-6651

*

SA TU RDA Y, MAY 10, 1986 at 8:00 PM
at The Capitol Theatre in Yakima
Ticket Prices $13/11/9
Tickets available at The Capitol Theatre Box Office, 19 S. 3rd
St., Mon.-Fri., 11a.m.-4p.m. or by phoning 575-6264.

*
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PRSSA offers students a shot at a professor
If you've ever · considered the
thought of hitting a professor or
an administrator with a pie, the
Public Relations Student Society
of America (PRSSA) is giving you
that chance next Wednesday and
Thursday in the SUB Cafeteria
Courtyard.
Professors and administration
will take the bidding blocks at 10
a.m. and continue to run through
a schedule until 1:30 p.m. The
student with the highest bid will
be provided the opportunity to
"cream" their victim. If they
miss, a second try will go to the
next highest bidder, and so on.
Bids will start at $1.50.
''We're excited about the

"When deciding on a fundraiser we wanted
something that could bring recognition to our
organization and yet would involve the whole
campus. I think this could do it.''
- Brenda Berube

different departments on
campus. If successful, the club
would like to see the contest
become an annual event.
"When deciding on a
fundraiser we wanted soi:,iething
that could bring recognition to
our organization and yet would
involve the whole campus, .. said
Berube. "I think this could do it."
~-------------------------------------,
Some of the pie-ees for
~'"J
I
Wednesday will be: William
(Math). Miles Turnbull
1---~~~\ ~· ~':' -~ -- )?,\I '· ~ Owen
(Comm.), Cookie (SUB Cafe),
.~o~
I
Sidney Nesselroad (Music), David
Kaufman (Soc.), Milo Smith
(Drama), Capt. Leary (ROTC),
event,'' said Brenda Berube, PR
director for the organization.
"The response we've gotten from
the faculty has been great and we
feel it will bring some of the
departments together in one joint
cause.''
The PRSSA fundraiser will
have representatives from 15-20

. . . ____

!"'·~ "i

l<M

~~~, ~

107 WEST 3RD
Next to valley Cafe
92S-689S

·~

:

l

. ;:

-=.~:-.-::
11. . . . . . . . . .

ClllllCt .._
1 rouPoN PER PERSON PER v1srr
CASH VAl,.UE 1120c

l
lI

Bonalyn Smith (Music), Ralph ·
Nelson (LES), Alan Taylor
(Comm.) and Roger Reynolds
(Comm.).
Thursday's lineup will include:
Dan Cummings (English), Dean
Nicholson (coach), Don Ringe .
(Geology),
Robert Lapen
(Biology/Health Ed.), Bernard
Martin (CPSC), Harold Smith
(LES). Curt Wilberg (Biology),
Arne Si ppola (Early Child. Ed.),
Corwin King (Comm.), William
Barker
(Biology).
Keith
Richardson (Acct.), Frank
Sessions (Soc.), Jim Peterson
(Ethnic Studies) and more.
Registrar Lou Bovos, BOD
President Mark Johnson and
Observer Editor Jim Massey will
also appear .
Proceeds will help PRSSA
members attend the National
Conference in Washington, D.C.
and the local District Conference.
Donations will also be taken.

I

Viewing Location:

I

All shows in
Sub Pit on

L--------------------------------------1

NEVA' S Central Office Equipment
111 E. 4th -

Typewriter Ribbons

~

Diskettes and Computer Supplies

-

Copies

~ , - Word Processing Supplies

925-4444 ·

Resume Paper
Best Prices in Town
'82 jazz reunion: Chick (keyboards),
Stanley Clarke, Lenny White & Joe Hender-

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester,
Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.

i°U1CINSOern

I

Tues.-13, 11 p.m.
wed,-14, 11p.m.
sat.-17. 110.m.
sun.-18, 11p.m.

Kodo:
Heartbeat DNmmers Of Japan

0

wTU~.IP11~E

~h u';.s..1S. 10:3oP.ni.

ntghtToFreedom

Find out why.

Winchell and the F.B.I. versus enemy
aaents. 30 min.

Call the Fidelity Union
agent in your area:

Lou Savidge
962-5793

Tues.-13, 10p.m.
Thurs.-15, 11p.m.
Frl.-16, 10p.m.

Classic comic strip characters take their
bow on the Silver Screen. 30 min.

THE5p?lar

rues.-13, 10:30p.m.
Thurs.-15. 11:30p.m.
Frl.-16, 10:30p.m.

~

1----HELP WANTED. ----

Originall~~en in 1957, this wacky,
slapstick, musical comedy show is sheer
n ss. 30 min.

s

GI

Part time and Full time
Must be here through the summer
Interviews Monday
through Thursday

The most progressive mix
of music videos anywhere.
An NCTV exclusive, hosted
by Meg Griffin. 60 min.

Mon.-12, 11p.m.
Thurs.-15. 100.m.
sat.-17, 1op.m.
sun.-18, 1op.m.

Featurettes:
Care*free Comiquickies and NCTV News.

2:30 - 4:30
1304 Canyon Road
925~6101

Sat.-17, 10:30p.m.
SUn.-18, 10:30p.m.

AduH=
Car..f-oons
The Funnies On Film

Lif~

Mon.-12. 1op.m.
Wed.-14. 10P.m.
Fri.-16, 11p.m.

7'.\\'\' 4 OFFICER.

of Ellensburg

__:_ -.=-_:.:__ __-~-::--~ ~~=-- -

- -

LEAD THE AD\ 1:7'TLRE.

-

---------ii
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t•

I ~TAPE!t~· EXT 120
I
· v,,~ 1499 w/coupon

Ellensburg Merchants Say:

HD7-C90'S: • APE!
1259 w/coupon ~·"· -.

11
~w·; · TEREDII

:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5Z. ~~ ~

1
1
1
I
I

111111111 111 E. ath

:

I

LIMIT 3

962-2830

-1 -11l1iiJ~;;~1-~

- iOOk_&_sUPPIV-1
company

:

I
925-9851
CWU PAR~NTS WEEKEND I
Open seven days a week. AND ALL THAT JAZZ
1
1
I
cwu FOOTBALL JERSEY COUPON
1
1
REGULAR PRICE $16.10
I

ANTIQUES. ART. GIFTS. ETC.
ACCEPTING ON coNSIGNMENT

10°/o OFF ANY MERCHANDISE
MAY 9 - 10 - 11
115 E. 4TH AV E .
ELLENSBURG. WN. 98926

HD at
S-C90'S:
"metal tape
chrome prices" I~
1329 wI coupon

108 :-1 . PEARL. lLLE:-osRuRG. wA

I

1

---OR---

RIFT

Welcome Parents

I
I

LIMIT 3

LIMIT 3

509-962-2!578

COUPON PRICE $11.25

I

one garment per coupon, good only
May 8, 9, 10, and 11 1986

I

l.! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
1
FASHION IJ CROSSROADS
Central Washington University Bookstore 1
I
962•2203
I 41 O North Pine
WHERE FASHION JI ANO VALUE MEET
TM

I
I

POLOS

20 °/0 off all dresses
Junior, Miss, and Women's

OFF

20

Buyl

clothing

all

get the second one at 50 °/0 off

Saturday hours: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. ·

I
I
I

,- - - - - - -r.-£A!
- - -H-£I\
- - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I Hours: 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

I 315 llorth Pearl

2D

I
I
I
·I
·I
I

Expires May 11, 1986

I. i l

Ellensburg 925·2230

~c ~

Y~::·:

I

~

....

Shoe Salon & Lingerie Boutique

. .

Welcomes CWU PARENTS
Witha
$5.00 discount on any
purchase of $25.00 or more.
[sale

tm~W

I

merchandise excluded]

·mll!l'WDSSllT17

:

~~:;.-=::;;·= ~0~22£ man11us
$4.50eft_

I
I

I

f11J@'f1MJ~~agrg,~y
~ID1111JCIHJ

DD.o D~~111J-=~~11V

und•,.

12 25
-·

.

quiche tru;t salads
other goodies

I
I
I
I

L - - - - - -;... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
I
1 fMZZ 1 fif~
Frazzini's Pizza Place
1.
1t
~
"Best Pizza In Town"
I
1
I
II
·©)
I

I

f

Ii:=

I

Pizza ,

I

1

pace I

I

\\'ith this coupon rccci\'c

81.<JO ()Ff 13" 3 or n1ore item pizza I
82.00 ()FF 16" 3 or more item pizza 1

I IN THE PLAZA
925-9855

· I We Deliver

JCPenney

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

Single

5th & Pine

CASH VALUE 1120•

$122

Welcomes CWU Parents

5·%

Present this coupon and receive a }
discount on your purchase
- - - - - - - - - - - S a l e items included

·- - - - - - - - -

:ADMIT 2
1 for the
:price of I

----------

-

I
ill>

I

J-~------------------~

ELLEN,SBURG BOWL

830 N. Poplar · _
3 games fur the price of 2
one coupon per person

I
I
I

--;
I
. I

1111 CDUPDI &DOD FOB

81.90 PITCHER
1·MDITH OILY

I

I
I
I
I

ID •GUllED E xpires
•
M ay l l, 1986
________________
1
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~?-year-0ld

Orchesis dances on
Members must have a lot of free
time on their hands, because
each dance requires one hour of
practice per rehearsal. Some
performers participate in three or
four dances hi. a performance,
stretching a rehearsal to three to
four hours in duration.
Kathy Spicer, publicity officer
and a two-year member of the
group said a main requirement to
join _the dance company is having
· spare time.

group has been a part of
Central's dance theTheuniversity
since about 1964
and consists of two separate
Company one is
group schedules companies.
made up of superior dancers,
two consists of the
a pair of shows company
more novel dancers, not
By LISA SNYDER
Staff Writer

Orchesis, Central's jazz and
modern dance group, will
perform
in
McConnell
Auditorium ~tay 16-17 at 8 p.m.

necessarily the ones with the
least experience. Many of the
members have taken dance
lessons for as many as 18 years,
other members haven't taken
any.

"You have to have extra tfme
and be willing to make a
commitment," she said. "You
have to be willing to give up that
time."
Christie Brown has .been the_
group's artistic director for · 10
years. Lana Jo Sharpe is the
producer.
Admission to the performance
is $3 for students and senior
citizens and $4 for general
admission.

Ellensburg
·F loral Shop
Fresh Flowers .
oreen Plants
and
Balloon
Bouquets
925-4149
Domino's Pizza Delivers® the
tastiest, most nutritious 'course'
on your busy schedule. We
make great custom-made pizza
and deliver - steamy hot - in
less than 30 minutes! So take a
break from studying and have a
tasty treat. 0~:3 call does it all!

Our drivers carry less than
$20.00.
Limited delivery area.

COCA COLA FREE
FOR THE ASKING

.... ----------------.
JUST ASK 925-6941
I FREE COKE I 505 N. Pine
.
I
II
I

i

I
I

I

i

AUTO BODY
OVER 25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
e INSURANCE WORK
• EXPERT COLOR MATCHING
• SUPER CLEAN FACTORY
SPRAY BOOTH

Get two free 16 oz cokes with any
16 inch pizza or one free or
16 oz coke with any 12 inch pizza.

I
I
I
I

313 N. P.e arl

Accu-Trak

Expires May 31, 1986

The Universal Precision
Measuring System
Takes The Mystery Out
Of Uni-body Repairs!

Fast, Free Delivery'"
505 N. Pine
Phone: 925-6941

111

-··"

"'"'"° ~.:;.:;.;.:::. 925-5680

DOMINO'S

!! . (!gift

PIZZA

- ••0 -

DELIVERS®

L.~---------------'

~REE.

FREE ESTIMATES

•

411 E. MOUNTAIN VIEW .
ELLENSBURG
.

.

IS'1985 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

T~o
Sunday

M
a
y I
9
8

6

4

Monday

Week .E vent Calendar
S

Tuesday

•

7

Wednesday

Thursday

8

1700 Can1on Road
Ellensburg, _Wa. • 925-9801
Friday

9 s 'a turday

JO

Triple "'S'" Luncheon··Soup . Soloi· Sandwich Bor-· 11:30 a.m.·1:30 P·i···Monday thru Friday •. $3.95_.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.

I

The Gathering Hour· Mondaythru Friday 5 p.m. • 7:00 p.m. with Complimentary Hord Oerves _ _.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.
Tequila Tuesday
All Wall Te . . Buck
q

Movie Monday
"'Comedy Night'"
· Wep.m.·Midnight
supply Popcorn

12

Over 30 different
items · Call for
reservotions
10 a .m. · 2 p.m .

,

Chompagne Thundoy
$5.00 per Bottle
$1.00 par Gloss

"'Backstre.. t'" ·· 9:30 · 1:30 a.m. in the Caboose Lounge Tuesday thru Saturday _ _ _ _ _, . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _...._ _ _ _ _ _ __

5

.. Mother's Day Brunch""
in Holidome-$6.95

Whiskey Wednesday
All Well Bourbon
$1.00 •

I3

--------lt---------I
---f--------t--------1
I4

16

I7

Triple "'S'" Luncheon··Soup . Sal:d Buffet·· 11:30a.m.-1:30 p .m . Mo.:'day thru Friday .. $3.9 5 - -....

I

The Gathering Hour-Monday thru Friday 5 p .m. · 7 p.m. with Complimentary Hord Oerves
Movie Monday
"'Old Cult Movies
We supply Popcorn
5 p.m.·Midnight

Tequila Tuesday
All Well Teq .• Buck

Whiskey Wednesday
Champagne Thursdoy
14th Annual WESTERN ART SHOW
All Well Bourbon
$5.00 per Bottle
$I .00
SI .00 per Glass
'"The Fabulous Emeralds" 9:30 p.m. • 1:30 o.m. in the Caboose Lounge Tuesday thru Soturdoy --1---------1~-------
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CALENDAR
Thursday, May 8

Sunday, May. 11

DWare Fair- SUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
D Colloquium- "El Nino _a nd the Flooding of Arid Lands."
presented by CWU Geography Prof. Kenneth Hammond,
7:30 p.m., Randall Hall 116. Sponsored by the College of
Letters. Arts and Sciences.

DJunior Recital- Lenora DeCarlo, flute, 8 p.m., Hertz
Recital Hall.
D Elderhostel- All week:

Monday, May 12

DTheatre- Here Lies Jeremy Troy, by Jack Sharkey,
director Milo Smith, 8 p.m., Tower Theatre.

DMeeting- Circle K, 6 p.m., SUB Kachess Room.

DConcert- Chamber Wind Ensemble, Larry Gookin,
conductor, 8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall.

DGolf- NAIA District I Tournament hosted by CWU,
through May 13, Yakima.

DWorkshop- "Managing Interpersonal Conflict,"
sponsored by CWU Affirmative Action, for all employees,
1:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m., Bouillon 210. Fee is $11.50.
5/9

Friday, May 9

DParents' Weekend- through May 11.

Tuesday, May 13
DLecture/multimeclia show- "Halley's Comet Seen
From Peru," Robert Mitchell, Carlos Martin and Jean
Putnam, 7:30 p.m .. Randall Hall 118.
DCentral Today- Leighton Pratt, State Department r:>f
Ecology, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV (Ch. 3, 23)

DWare Fair- SUB, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
DCo-ed Track & Field- NAIA District I Championships,
Western Washington University, all day.

OParents' Weekend Dance- 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., SUB
Theatre;

DFilm Presentation- Faces of Culture Series featuring
"New Orleans Black Indians: A Case Study in the Arts.!'-·sponsored by the Department of Anthropology, noon to 1
p.m .. Instructional Building 317.
DUniversity Club- 11 a.m. to· 1 p.m., SUB, Sam's Place.

DJazz Festival- High school invitational, John Moawad,
coordinator, 4 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall, through May 10.
ODinner Theatre- Here Lies Jeremy Troy, 6;30 p.m.,
Tower Theatre.

Saturday, May -10
DWare Fair..:-

SUB~

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

OJazz·Festival- High scpool invitational• .John Moawad,
coordinator, all day, Hertz Recital· Hall.
ODinner Theatre- Here Ues Jeremy Troy, 6:30 ·p.m ..
Tower Theatre. '
.
OJazz Nite- Starring Doc Severinsen, CWU Jazz Band.
and Vocal Jai:z Ensemble. John Moawad ..diJ;ector. -8 p.m .•
Nicholson Pavilion.

· -c ampus r~cruiting
for te~chers
The following school districts will have
representatives at the Career Planning
and ·Placement Center. Barge 105. to
·interview interested candidates. Sign-up
sc)1edules are posted: one week. to the day.
, before the arrival of the interviewers.

OCalifornia- Alvord School District.
May 8. Elementary · K-5: Bilingual K1>:
Special Education K-12; Jr.-Sr. High
(~ath-. Science. English.)

O.First Investors Corporation....:- ~ay 23.
Management Trainee Program. Majors:
Business. Northwest locations. Opening
te? offices per month. Commission.

VA benefits
The Veterans Administration has
announced that they will resume issuing
advance
If you -are not attending
summer quarter but plan ·to return nexf
fall, you can sign up for · advance pay
before you leave campus this spring
quarter.

PaY.

DW-ashington- Edmonds School
District. May · 13. Elementary and
Secondary including Education
Three job search workshops will be
Specialists. Group meetings for all
·
presented
by Robert D. Malde of the
interested: SUB 204-05. 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. ESD will schedule interviews at the Career Planning & Placement Center Staff
group meetings. Advance sign-up is in May according to the fo,l lowing
schedules: Job Finding Skills. May 13, 4-5
required.
·
p.m .. Shaw-Smyser 105; Resume Writing.
OWashington- Federal Way School May 14. 4-5 p.m.. Shaw-Smyser 105;
District. May 15. Elementary and Interviewing. May 15. 4-5 p.m., ShawSecondary including Education Smyser 105. ·

Job search workshops

Specialists. Group meetings for all
interested: SUB 208. 1: 15 p.m. FWSD will
schedule interviews at the group
meetings. Advance sign-up is required.

Campus interviews
The following organizations will have
representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to interview
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules
are posted one week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewer.
OJay Jacobs- May 9. Management
Trainee Positions. Majors: Retail Sales.
Location: West Coast.

Scholarships available
The following scholarship applications
are available at the Office of Financial Aid,
Barge 205:
0 Albert E. Gerritz MemorialApplicants must be majoring in
Education with intention of going into
teaching.
ODr. & Mrs. E.E. SamuelsonApplica.nts must be of junior or senior
status. majoring in teacher education.
O Rodney Dean Chronister Memorial
Scholarship- Applicants must have an

Wednesday, May 14
OPhilosophy Colloquium- ''The Post-Modern Movie;
Popular Culture as Design," presented. by .Dr. Flora
Leibowitz, Oregon ~tate U~iversity. 7:30 p.m., .G rupe
Conference Center.

· · 'OCentral Toilay- Leighton Pratt, 7:25 a.m .. KNOO-TV. ·
DMeeting- Ellensburg's Epilepsy Support Group, 6:30
p.m .• .SUB T~away Room 1.04. For more · information,
call·Kathy Tpompson, 925-2829.
·

OMeeting- Residence .Hall Council, SUB Kachess Room.
~

p.m.

O~eeting..,...

Fashion Merchandising Association, 7
SUB Kachess Room.

'accUmulattve GPA of at le~t 3.25 arid be
:a psy'chology major. preferably int~rested in working with children. Deadline: May
15.
1986.
DAlpha Delta Kappa Scholarship- The
·Alpha Alpha Chapter (Snohomish. Lake
Stevens) of Alpha ·Delta Kappa. Women
Educators Hororary . Society. is seeking
·candidates . for their $400 5cholarship.
Applicants must be graduates of
Snohomish or L:ake Stevens High Sch~I.
majoring in education and be of junior or
senior status as Of Fall 1986. Deadline:
May 31, 1986.

Af=ROTC sPonsors ·
10' K road race

p~m .•

·

for black · an~ wh.i te · reprOctucUop~.
Anyone living in Kittitas County may
participate for prizes of: $1()0, first place;
$60, second.place and $40 for third place.
The theme . needs to represent local
heritage. accomplishments and hopes for
the future. All entries must be submitted
by June 8. 1986 to the Kittitas County
Museum. 114 E. Third, Ellen~burg. from
1 p.m. to. 5 p.m .• Mon.-Sat. Results of the
judging will be announced July 1. 1986.

Cardio exercise clas.s
A cardio . rehabilitation exercise
program is available in Nicholson Pavilion
Monday. Wednesday and Friday. 6:30
a.rn. to 7: 15 a.m. for faculty and students
with cardio-vascular pro.blems. diabetes
or pulmonary disorders. A nurse or
· medical doctor is always present. Contact
Donna Nelson at the CWU library.
963-2101 or at home, 925-5876.

Registration is underway for the tenth
annual "Run With the Wind" lOK road
race scheduled for May 17. starting and
finishing at Nicholson Pavilion. Entry fees
c:tre required and runners have the option
of registering by mail or in person on race
day. Registration forms must be
postmarked no later than May 8 and are
available at Ellensburg athletic
businesses. Prizes will be awarded and
All students who have a National Direct
t-shirts will be available. For more race
information. call 963-2314. Sponsored by_ Student Loan and are graduating Spring
Quarter 1986 or are not returning to CWU
the CWU Air Force Arnold Air Society.
Fall Quarter 1986 must schedule an
appointment for an exit interview.
Contact the Office of Student Accounts.
Mitchell Hall and make an appointment
In honor of Washington state"s lOOth for one of the following dates:
birthday celebration. the Kittitas County Tuesday. May 20. 11 a.m.
Centennial Committee is sponsoring a Thursday. May 22. 2 p.m.
local logo/theme coqtest. The logo si:iould Tuesday. May 27. 2 p.m.
be suitable for a letterhead as well as a Tfiursday. May 29. 10 a.m.
banner or large sign. The logo must be Tuesday. June 3. 2 p.m.
submitted on a white 11 x 14 board. The Thursday. June 5. 2 p .m.
design must be in opaque black. suitable Wednesday. June 11. 10 a.m.

NDSL exit interviews

Kittitas Co. seeks
centennial logo

·...
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Wi.11ninQ ways··
.end.for natters
third round he beat Chris
Barnhart of Whitworth 6-3, 6-4 to
Staff Writer
reach the quarterfinals.
Central' s men's tennis team With one match remaining
was unable to continue its
(today against Green River),
winning streaI<: as it .tied for
Villegas is 18-6 on the season in
fourth place at the District 1
singles play. He has a record of
championships last weekend at
33-13 in his two-year career at
cwu.
Central.
Coming off a win at the
Teammate David Grant won
. 'Evergreen
Conference
his first-n;mnd match Friday,
Championships two weeks ago,
defeating Rick Dorsett 7-5, 6-4. In
the Wildcats finished with just
the second round, Grant was
five points at districts. Puget
ousted by Whitworth's Kirk
Sound and Seattle Pacific also
Rector 6-4, ~-1 and was
totalled five points each.
elim:in~ted from singles action.
The tournament was won by
All of the other Central singles
favored Whitman, which
players were eliminated in their
compiled 31 points to top secondfirst matches. Though Tad Davis
place Pacifi'c Lutheran's 22.
had a bye in the first round, he
Central senior Mark Villegas lost his second.-rouq.d matchup to
advanced the farthest in the Pacific Lutheran's Randall
tournament, losing in the singles Stradling 6-3, 6-3.
quarterinals Saturday to
The Villegas-Davis doubles
Whitman's Dave Olafsson 6-2, team won its. first-round match
6-2.
over Seattle Pacific's George and
· 'Olafsson slowed things Morasch 6-3, 6-4, only to lose in
down,'' coach Dennis Roberts the second to Whitman's team of
said of the Villegas match. "Mark Johnson-Carcamo 6-1, 6-4.
like~tJ<:> .plaY..cz a, po~er _game and
Central; closes out its ·season ·
Olafsson was hitting soft until he today, hosting Green River
was forced to hit a passing shot or Community College in a 2:30'
a winner."
match.
· In second-round action Friday,
"They _ (the .Gators) · wi.11
V~llegas defeated Willie S~ewar,t definitelY'·have ~ome godC:l players .
in three sets, 6-2: · 5-7, 6-4. In the out fher~." -~ Ra'bert's said.
By DENNIS

AND~RSON

~ ..

.,
I

By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

Last week was · the final
rehearsal. Now comes the big
event.
Central's men's and women~s
track teams, gearing up for the
NAIA J?istrict 1 Championships
tomorrow and Saturday at
Western Washington University,
reveived some strong individual
performances at the Bigfoot Open
at Spokane last Saturday.
The men~s contingent came
away with two first places and six
seconds, while the women's
cinder crew collocted one first
and four seconds.
CWU men at districts
Men's coach Spike Arlt feels his
team is ready to give a strong
challenge for the district crown.
"We haven't had the district
championship since 1974," he
said. "The athletes are
determined to have it this year.
That's a good sign."
Arlt feels the Wildcats will
receive their stiffest competition
from host-team Western, Pacific
Lutheran and possibly Simon
Fraser.
· "I look for a real dogfight.''

DTomorrow and Saturday:
Central men an<;l women are at
the District 1 championships
at Western Washington
University.
DLast Satu~ay: Wil~cats
Charles Chandler ( 110
hurdles), Ken Rossetto (800)
and Kim Burke (3000)
recorded first-place finishes.
Other teams competing at
districts include The Evergreen
State College, Puget Sound,
Whitman and Whitworth.
Central's men's contingent
should be a strong one.
In the 100 dash, Greg Wrice,
Jeff Toycen and Jimmie
Dillingham will be among the
competitors, with Wrice and
Dillingham also running the 200.
Sean Frawley will represent the
'Cats in the 400, and in the 800,
Ken Rossetto, Mike McCluskey
and Steve Jackson will be
competing.
Rossetto and Jackson will also

be running in the 1500. Arlt said discus. Kevin Wilson will !
Joel Czech also might run in that compete in the shot and possibly
race.
the discus.
. Czech will definitely runJ11 the
Burch and ~oel Grindlind will ·
steeplechase, along with Cope be among the pole vaulters at
Belmont and . Shawn Barrow. -districts. Burch may also
McCluskey might also P3;rticipate compete in the high jump.
in the event.
Dillingham and Chandler will
In the 5000, Belmont and Art be competing in both the long
Clarke will be Central' s jump and triple jump.
representatives. A third CWU
CWU women at districts
entrap.t may be Tim Hyde.
Women's coach Jan Boyungs
Hyde, Chuck Little, Steve thinks her team is primed for
Bacon and Joe Barrow will be districts. ''The girls know what
competing in the 10,000'.
they have to do,'' Boyungs said.
In the 110 high hurdles,
Boyungs tabbed Western,
Charles Chandler and Charles Pacific Lutheran and Puget
Christnacht will be · among the Sound as the favorites, adding
participants, with Chandler and that Central could provide some
John Arlt running the 400 good competition. "I think we'll
hurdles.
be in the running,'' she said.
Dillingham, Rossetto and
Angela Wright will compete in
Frawley will make up three- the 100 and 200,.Donna Haupt in
fourths of both the 4X100 and the 200 and 400, and Kim Burke
4X400 relay teams, to be joined in the 3000 and 5000.
by Chandler in the first and Chris
Toni Dosinthorpe
will be
Burch in the other.
·Central's representative in the
Jon Torrence and Tracy Goff 100 high hurdles and 400
will be busy in the weight events hurdles, but Molly Stavik is
this weekend. Torrence will be questionable for the discus with a
competing in the shot put, discus, leg injury.
javelin and hammer throw, while
Please see Track page 19
Goff will join him in the shot and
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Jaba·The Hut slams the VVhim-Whams, ·21-3
·e y DENNIS ANDERSON
Staff Writer

When your team leads off a
game with a home run, you're
usually in good shape· - and' the
·other team usually isn't.
That's what happened last
Monday as Jim Beeson's lead-off
homer led his team, Jaba The
· Hut, to a 21-3 thrashing of The
Whim-Whams in men's league
softball action.
Beeson went 3-for-4 on the day
and collected four RBI's,
including a deep two_-run blast in
the fourth inning.
He almost added a third homer
in the second, but was tagged out
at home.
The Whams did have a brief
rally going in their half of the
second as ·Bruce Russel and Jim
Austin both ran out grouders for
base hits.
But Jaba got out of trouble
when
Archer,
their
secondbaseman, .turned a great
double play. With runners on first
and second, the Whams' Bud
Burnham h.it a bouncer to
second. Archer tagged Austin
running to second, and then
flipp~d the ball to Scott Bardwell
at first to get Burnham.
Jaba widened their lead in the
third to 10-0 with the help of
numerous Wham errors.

·1·1a
..j·~-}-~""t--"":
..~" ~"'~"'P"'~" ',l" 'P." ':" ':" ':·1·1·1·1" i" '" 'l'-'-l·1 :::~t!~~~:;:;;t ~die~:.
HOW THEY STAND
(compiled by Jerry Hink)

Men's Top 10:
1. Boys Of Summer
2. Jaba The Hut
3. Shoes Unlimited
4. Test Eagles

5.Mog
6. The Horseshoe
7. The Grapplers
8. All White But One
9. The Westsiders
10. Frazzini's
Co-ed. Top 10:

1. T.L. Bandits
2. Texas Leaguers

3. The S.L.U.T.S.
4. Tex Symbols & The Goon Squad
5. Jim Garcia
6. The Mickey Mouse Club
7. Dominos Pizza
8. All For Fun
9. The Warriors
10. The Hawaiians

Jaba, playing like it wasn't over
until the clock struck twelve,
scored nine more runs in the fifth
to put it away for good at 21-0.
Jaba sent 14 playe·r s to the
plate in that inning, with the
Jaba's Bill Wangler actually
making two of the outs.
Wangler grounded out to

.

'·'We .g ive. up~· average of.les::; .
than five runs a game,'' he said
after that inning.
·
He spol5e too soon, though. as .
the Whams ftnaily got on the
scoreboard in the fifth.
The Whams' Bud Burnham hit
a fly over the centerfielder's head
to score Russel, who had reached
base on a grounder.
Then came the Wham's Pat
Roecker, who launched a fly out
to deep left for two RBI' s. He was
tagged out trying to squeeze it
into a home run to end the game.
"Sounds like a football game
score," the Whams' Mike
Edgerton said, not too amusingly.
Shoes Unlimited 7, Frazzini' s 5
It looked good for Frazzini's
when they had the bases loaded
in that final inning with two outs.
Frazzini' s Jerry Hink was the
batter. He quickly got two strikes
to get behind in the count. Then
he let a ball pass that was high
but very close to put the count at
2-1. On the next pitch he hit a fly
out to left for out number three
an~ the game.
The Frazzini comeback in the
last inning was practically the
beginning of the scoring as Shoes
unlimited was leading 7 -1 .

Shoes Unlimited did most of
their damage in the first. After a · ·
lead off single by John Young;
. Unlimited's third batter, Todd
Daniels, creamed a Dave · ·
Reischman pitch over rightcente~ for an ~arly 2·0 lead.
Steve Rood .was the next to get
to Reischman when he hit a
single over third to score · Bill
Durham who had walked and
advanced on a Dennis Gubser fly
out.
Unlimited added to their lead in
the second when John Young hit
a single down the left line to score
John Raben and make it a 4-0
game.
Frazzinis got one run back in
their half of the second on a Jerry
Hink hit to short that scored
Craig W arrnenhoven to make it a
4-1 Unlimited lead.
Both teams went down in order
in the third, but Unlimited added
another run to their lead in the
fourth on a Ron Jensen liner to
center that scored Steve Rood.
It was Unlimited again in the
fifth, with l3ill Durham's and Tim
Thompson's RBI' s making the
score 7-1.
DPop ups - An intramurals oddity
occured this past week when the
Summertime Sluggers turned a triple
play. They lost the game, though, to the
Swackhammers, 6-4.

.·NOTICE
THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE WANTS TO
MAKE SURE STUDENTS RECEIVE THEIR
.F·A LL '86 .AWARDS IN A TIMELY MANNER.
The Financial Aid staff has begun processing your applications.
Tt1is is our busiest season . . Ail Financial Aid councelors. are busy
working on your files. They ·Will only be availible for consultation
Monday and Friday afternoons. This sched1Jle begins May 9 and
will continue until further notice.

NO COUNSELORS AVAILIBLE ON .
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
AND THURSDAY
.
•

General

Ho~rs

Remain Unchanged. 8 - Noon, l- Sp.m. Monday - Friday. ·
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Li~erty

+

CURBSTONE
Reel cross speaker Monday, May 12th
SUB Pit at noon.
Wiii speak on AIDS and Blood supply.

Theatre

925-9511 5th & .Pine
RUN FOR COVER!

~-

The original
cost is coming
to save their
school. ..

. Fri-Sat: 7:20, 9:10
Sun: 1:50, 3:40,
5:30, 1:20
Mon-Thurs: 7:20

ASCWU Programming Agency

+

+

Attention
Graduating Seniors!

Fredrick and Nelson
F~angos

Stuffed PIU8h Animals
S~ial

Gift Items

Home-made Candies
962-5828
421 North Pearl

Ellen Drive In

Fri-Sat: 7:00
Sun: 1:20, 4:10, 7:00
Mon-Thurs: 7:00

You can qualify to by a new
Cheyrolet through the new
.·General Motors college graduate program
with as little as 5 percent down
and interest rates as low as 5.90/o
for more information call

mmurr \tERn
REDFORD STREI]>

OUT

~RIO\
-~
~
MOLLY RINGWALD HARRY DEAN STANTON

orettu

inoink ,
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

~

Fri-Sat: 7:10, 9:10
Sun: 1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10
Mon-Thurs: 7:10 \\f.\,D 0'1£\\

Jerry Gibbs at

NEVER PICK UP

A STRANGER.
F\UTGEF\ HAUEF\ C THOMAS HOWELL

248-7600

~·
The terror starts the
moment he stops.
• "" """ "'" '"'

So you

want to

Sunfair Chevrolet
in Yakima

..

[El

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
Tickets on sale at 8:00
Show starts at 8:45

CATCH IT Now!·
Honda Scooter Mania is here. Hot, contemporary scooters that are sleek,
unique and ready for the excitement of the street.
FREE SCOOTER MANIA WINDBREAKER* with purchase of any
1986 Honda scooter. FREE INSTALLATION with purchase of a Hondaliner"
AM/FM stereo scooter radio. Honda Scooter Mania-Catch it now!

SPREE™
ELITETM 80 / / /
.
0 /
~-/

bean
EDITOR.••
You'll never get an
earlier chance than
next
quarter on
the Observer .
.It is a salaried position,
and a great n1ark on
your resume.
Applicants should, be
students at Central,
with p_racti~al ,-(]

exper1e~c.e •r:- ·~w·
·

newswr1t1ng. ~
No academic
prerequisites. J j
Submit your 1. !.!
application by : :1
May 22,to:
Advisor, The
Observer,
Bouillon Hall
A letter will
t,. ~-.'
·
do it, to start. ;
!

JOHNSON'S HONDA

If you have

410North Main
925-3146

:

'-

*While supplies-last

BONDA.illlllm

questions,
call Miles
Turnbull

!
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ELLENSBURG FEED & SEED

Parakeet
and
.Cage Special
19.95

Only 8
1442 Cascade Way

·925-1435

The Observer
cheaper than beer
and you don't have to be 21

YARD SALE
304 South Pine, Saturday, May 10.
Starting at 8 a.m.
· GOLDLEAF NURSING HOME: Help
wanted. Full and part time schedules
for nursing aids, . day and evening
shifts. Training provided. EOE
Goldleaf Convelesant Home, 925-4171
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING--LOW
RATES--LICENSED PROFESSIONAL.
Mail-out, Reports, Term Projects, ·
Resumes, Theses. Copy service and
spiral report binding service too!
SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd. "The
Sign of the Swan". 962-6378
IT'S THE BBB S.EASON! Yes, It's time
for Beaches. Barbeques and Bikinis.
Touch up your TAN at The
ELLENSBURG TAN COMPANY. 2
visits for $8. Call for appointment
925-3933
ATTENDANTS WANTED!
Student with cerebral palsy seeks linein male attendants for summer quarter
and following school year. Salary, rent
break, and utilities included.
Call
925-2125. evenings. Ask for Dewey.

NEED A RIDE HOME?
I commute every weekend to Brinnon. 1
can stop in Seatlle, Tacoma, Olympia,
Shelton, Bremerton, etc. Call 962-1633

for more information ·or leave message at
962-5455. Also w&:nted, 1984 Camero
Z-28 wheels, louvers, and 1985 Nissan
200 SX wheels.
WENATCHEE AREA STUDENTS
Earn transferable credit this summer.
Get required classes out of the way in a ·
relaxed setting. June 23-August 14. ·
Call Wenatchee Valley College
scheduling offic~, 509-662-1651.
RRLet's be obsequious, purple, and clair- voyant! I love you.
NM
CAMERA OWNERS:
Coupon booklet gooQ for 100 rolls of
color print film, Kodak, Konica or Fuji.
Only $10. Call Keith 962-5898.
FOR SALE: 1985 red Honda Aero 50
Scooter. Only-100 plus miles. Comes
w/new Vetter or Bieffe helmet. License
& Tabs included. $600 Flexible. Call
John Castleman 3-2479
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Reasonable,
fast, accurate, nothing to large. small
or difficult. Resume specialist.
Bookmark Services, across from post
office. Call 962-6609 or 968-3228.
SPEND YOUR SUMMER AT CAMP.
Flying Horseshoe Ranch is hiring
· wranglers, boy's counselors, cook's
assistant, and WSI counselor. Work
with boy's and girl's at private camp.
Horseback riding, swimmimg pool,
Tipi camping, archery. arts and ·crafts,
etc. Excellent experience for Education majors. Salary plus room and
board for 11 weeks. Located 25 mi NW
of Ellensburg. Call Penny Blackbum at
1-674-2366.
DISCOUNT COUPONS for May 25
"Central Night with the Mariners"
available at University Recreation
Alumni Office, Barge 310. Deadline
May 16.

The Observer·
invites applications for
the position of

ADVERTISING
MANAGER
This is a paid position
[commission on sales]
and is open to students
who can demonstrate
experience and/or· a
high level of interest
in advertising sales
and design.

Submit letter of
application
BY May 22, 1986

TM

•
BUOWEISERll•KING OF BEERSll•ANHEUSER-BUSCH , INC.•ST. LOUIS

Miles Turnbull,

Advisor
The Observer
243 Bouillon Hall
. 963-1250
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.· BasebaH team puts the wraps on long season··

-

By DANIEL S,TILLER
Staff Writer

The Wildcat baseball season is
over. After losing four of their last
six-games, the 'Cats finished with
a 15-30 record·. · . · .
·

1111' ·. ~!~~:e;!i~'fr:~~E!~:.

Damage in the inning included
seven hits, seven walks, and two
errors.
· The Wildcats got home run
support from Rick McGrath and
Mike Eliason, · and Dean
Bumgarner had a two-run stllgle.

OTuesday: Central finished its
season with a .l oss at
Washington.

UW13.CWU4 .

· DNotes: The ·Joss marked the

·A seven-run seventh · and the
solid · pitching . of ·five · Husky
:P,urlers ·ended · the Wildcat
season.
.
Joe Dawson~s . two-run tater
and Jeff Ativinen·s· RBI double ·in
the ninth were the highlights for
Central.

end of college ball for the
following Wildcat ·seniors: Don
Pettie, Art · Vivanco, Tini
Ruane. Jeff Tapp, Paul Goulet
and Rhuel Reedy. ·

CWU 7-7, UPS 2-1

Central finally put hitting and
pitching together at the same
time in sweeping a doubleheader
. · from NAIA-rival UPS.·
double.
The opener saw Carl Casperson
Jeff Auvinen finished the ·
Central scoring with a two-run rebound from a couple of rough
homer in the fourth, his first of outings by throwing a two-hit
complete game.
the year.
Central· jumped on top in the
LCSC 18, CWU 9
Leading 7-2 after three-and-a- first behind RBI singles by Paul
half innings, Central was in th~ Goulet and Don Pettie.
Two more Wildcats scored in
catbird's Seat in Lewiston·. It was
not to be. however.as the mighty the second on a Logger throwing
Warriors erupted for 13 runs in error.
. Central wrapped up the scoring
the bottom of the fourth.
Central starter John Sinclair in the fourth with one run coming

LCSC 13, CWU 5

Freshman Ken · Tyacke was
called upon to start on the mound
against ·the Warriors. and the
national ' champ.s quickly
welcomed him to the big-time,
scoring 13 · runs on 16 hits,
lncluding t:wo home runs.
The Wildcats scored a lone 'r un
in the first on Don Pettie's double,
and added two more in the
second on Dean Bumgamer's

on an Aft Vivanco sacrifice fly,
and two .on a roundtripper by
Goulet.
The nightcap belonged to
pitcher Tom ·Mallory as he kept
the Logger bats quiet, limiting ·
them to only six hits and one run.
Rick McGrath's solo homer in
the second turned out to be the·
game winner, but the ·c~ts
weren't through.
In. the third, CWU added six
runs on Brad Torgeson's RBI
single, McGrath's . two-run
double, Tim Ruane's run-scoring
ground out;. Kelly Montoya'a RBI
double. and Joe Dawson's theft of
home.
UW29,.CWU9

The Wildcats set school records
for most earned runs (28) ·a nd hits
[28) given up in a game, and·Paul ·
Goulet hit a two-run homer for
Central.
Other than that, ·there's not
much to be said that the score
doesn't explain.
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Track------------~
-- ------~--~
. -----------Continued from page 14
Tina Parly. who became
eligible just last weekend, and
Katie Crowell will be among the
participants in both the long
jump and triple jump. Karen
Munger will compete in the high
jump. Collette Roddewig also
might be in the high jump.
The 4Xl00 and 4X400 relay
teams will consist of Crowell,
Wright, Haupt and Leslie
Tyselling.
CWU at Bigfoot Open
The Wildcats competed against

Eastern, Gonzaga, Idaho,
Whitworth, Washington State
and host-team Spokane CC.
Chandler led the men's squad
with a first in the 110 highs
(14.87) and _a second in the long
jump (22-3 1/2). His long jump
mark is a season best.
Rossetto won the 800 with a
season best of 1:52.33. McClusky
used a season best of 1:55.17 to
finish third.
In the 100, Dillingham took
second (11.09, season best) and
Wrice third (11.12).
Frawley took second in the 400

meet one day earlier. There.
Torrence placed first in the discus
(153-4), third in the shot
(4 7-103,4), and collected a pair of
fourths in the hammer (146-1, a
season best) and javelin ( l '?2-2).

with a 50.96 clocking.
Central' s 4X 100 relay team
(Dillingham~ Chandler, Toycen
and Wrice) took second (43.02),
as did the Wildcats' 4X400 team
of Burch, Dillingham, Rossetto
and Frawley (3:24.07).
Torrence ended a busy
weekend with a sc.o nd-place
finish in the discus (168-2, a
season best). That performance
came on the heels of his
respectable showing at the
Western Washington Twilight

Understandably, Arlt was
pleased with Torrence's showing
Saturday in the discus after what
he had done the day before.
"Considering he had about four
hours of sleep," Arlt said, "he did
an ~utstanding job.'·

* . q ,.co:~z~~:~Ka~; OUT
~ ~ 'T

·I

1ea

a~oen

Re~lau'Laul

Cantonese Cuisine

l!f LUNCH SPECIALS

C!J
201 N. Main 925-2090

$

($2.99/$3.29)
DINNER-SPECIALS
Orders to Go

Vlllky Secretarial SerVice
, What-k.i nd of first impression will you .m ake?

A professionally prepared resume ·.

•

GOLDEN NEEDLE

~

315. N Pine

does make a difference! , .
222

North Fourth

professional word processing

925-9225

962-4366

0 & M MOTORS

·]lllSTRllblll

Body work and windshield replacement

Roundtrip Airfares
Seattle to Sydney:

ADULT
$999.00
CHILD 12-20 yrs $501.00
CHILD 2-11 yrs $301 ~00

c~e ·riue~

Fare allows stops in Honolulu
and New Zealaiid.
Each child must he acoommpanied
by ~ adult paying full fare.

CARA VALi COFFEES· ·ESPRESSO BAR

~ l'iJll'Wirlda ~QQ~NJf"e
··NEW AND USED.BOOKS·· CARDS AND PRINTS
982-2375
202East4th
,;

VARIWX'
BETTER THAN BIFOCALS.

Welcome·to the Valley!
All Pepsi-Cola Products
12 oz. 6-pak cans

$2.19 .
7-up - Diet Pepsi - Mountain Dew - New Slice

------------------------------------NEW TECHNOLOGY
HELPS EYE TO FOCUS.

Coffee, Doughnuts, Newspapers
to start your morning!

43 0 II. Sprague

- - - - - - - - - 925-9611

Mr. G's
Grocery

8th & Chestnut
925-2467

a:

M - Sat.
9:45
Sun. 9 - 9.45
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"Hi. I know you're busy, but listen: I really
think you should take a look at these IBM
Personal Computers at The University Store.
They're having what they call an Amazing
Below-Cost IBM PC Sale on a limited supply

of IBM personal computers.
"Just look at this little hummer, for
example-the IBM XT. It.has surprising
information storage capacity, very quick
program access, and all the growth
capability you'll ever need. All backed by
the dependable, precise technology you
expect from IBM, so it feels good and solid
under your fingers.
"You're probably saying to yourself, 'Sure,
this XT looks good, and sure, it's got that
.famous IBM quality, but what's the bottom
line? Just how amazing is this sale?'
"I'lLtell you how amazing it is. This IBM
XT is selling for only $2500-almost $1000 lower than The University Store's already
rock-bottom student prices! That's how
amazing it is. What's more, you can get the
IBM PC AT, the IBM PC, or the IBM PC
Portable at equally amc,izing below-cost
prices right now."

IBM PC AT

IBM PC

512 KB RAM
20 MEG Intern.al Hard Disk
Dual-sided 1.2 MEG Floppy Drive

256KB RAM
2 Dual-sided Floppy Drives

Old Price: $4,920
Sale Price: $3,800

Old Price: $2,222
Sale Price: $1, 765

Printer Adapter

IBM PC XT

IBM PC Portable

256KB RAM
10 MEG Intern.al Hard Disk
Dual-sided 360K Floppy Drive

256KBRAM
2 Dual-sided Floppy Drives
Carrying Case

Old Price: $3,445
Sale Price: $2,500

Old Price: $1,845
Sale Price: $1,500

· "Remember, it's a limited supply, so hurry
to The University Store and find out for
yourself how affordable a PC can be."

